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2005 dodge grand caravan automatic door locks not working

Six problems related to power door locks not working have been reported for the 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan based on all problems reported for the 2005 Grand Caravan. The contact owns a 2005 Dodge
Grand Caravan. The contact stated that the power door locks failed to operate as needed, without warning. The contact also stated that the driver's side door was the only door that could be opened manually with the key. Upon investigation, the contact discovered that upon disconnecting the battery, the system would reset and resume normal
operation. The contact attempted the procedure twice however, the failure resumed soon after the reset. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer nor independent mechanic to be diagnosed. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 155,000. Power door locks fail to operate
either with switches or key fob on some of the doors. Can't get into the vehicle on doors that don't have key holes. Doors don't lock when leaving vehicle parked causing potential theft opportunity. Tl- the contact owns a 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated that the power door locks would not function. The manufacturer was not made
aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 100,000. Kmj. I love our van as far as convenience and features, but have had progressive electrical issues. The first issue was the automatic sliding doors stopped working. We had to switch off the power and use them manually. The interior light at the driver's
side slide shorted out. Every now and then it decides to work. Then the door locks on both of the slides stopped working. Some times the door locks will not unlock the lift gate and we have to open it with the key. The front map lights work some of the time. My front windows have stopped working at different times and the begin working again.
Sometimes the things have reset if I had to get my battery jumped off or when I replaced my battery. The most concerning thing to me is that my right rear brake light and turn signal lights keep blowing. I have replaced them numerous times and the last time it still did not work. Now I just don't have a light. Not sure how expensive this will be to fix.
Very frustrated at the continuous and complex issues that are going on. Seems that there should be a recall since I have heard of various others that I know having these type of issues. The contact owns a 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated that all of the door locks failed. The contact had to disconnect and reconnect the battery in order to
get the door locks to function. The failure was sporadic and the driver¿s side door could intermittently be opened manually with the key. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but the failure was not corrected. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage was unknown, but the current mileage was 56,000. The first problem was the automatic door
locks failed to function when reaching the required speed. Even would not lock with the key took it to mechanic was advised that would have to replace the computer, but by disconnecting the battery that it would reset the computer, it is only a temporary solution. Second problem was the door motor stop working had that replaced. Third problem
was the front axle broke with no apparent wear, had that replaced. Now it's the gas tank, car wants to stall was advised by mechanic that the gas tank would have to be replaced, that it is a defective valve that has since been corrected in the newer models. Dodge Grand Caravan owners have reported 16 problems related to power door locks not
working (under the electrical system category). The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Grand Caravan based on all problems reported for the Grand Caravan. Passenger sliding door locks are failing. Make very loud buzzing noise when activated. Sounds like a wrong
answer buzzer. . . And it is loud enough to startle passengers. One side seems to not unlock on first try. This happens anytime locks are activated to lock or unlock, both while moving and while stationary. See all problems of the 2016 Dodge Grand Caravan . The contact owns a 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated that the power door locks
failed to operate as needed, without warning. The contact also stated that the driver's side door was the only door that could be opened manually with the key. Upon investigation, the contact discovered that upon disconnecting the battery, the system would reset and resume normal operation. The contact attempted the procedure twice however, the
failure resumed soon after the reset. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer nor independent mechanic to be diagnosed. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 155,000. See all problems of the 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan . Left rear door lock is inoperative. Door will not
unlock with remote (power lock) or manually. About a month ago, the power lock started failing intermittently. As of 5/6/2020, the lock is frozen in the locked position. This appears to be a common issue with this vehicle from model years 2010 forward, linked to a failed door lock actuator. This is a safety hazard in that rear passengers will have great
difficulty exiting the vehicle in case of an emergency. Sliding door lock will not unlock. It is stuck in the lock position. Can not unlock it through remote, interior switch or manually. The door is shut and will not open, which is a safety hazard. Vehicle was parked when I went to do groceries. Returned to vehicle and the drivers side sliding door would
not unlock. Sliding doors locks fail and make it impossible to open doors. Causing a safety hazed when trying to exit the vehicle. Driver side rear passenger door lock will not work. The lock actuator fails and does not engage the lock. This occurs at 15 miles per hour when the door is supposed to auto lock. Left hand sliding door lock will not unlock, I
can here the lock try to open but does not open. The passenger side rear door lock actuator failed causing the door locks to get stuck in the lock position. The door lock will not move to the unlock position and the door will not open. This happens on the street while driving and passengers had to exit the vehicle from another door. This is extremely
dangerous as if I had an accident no one would be able to escape from that door. Looking online it appears this is common with this model. Intermittent loss of all dashboard indicator lights and gauges. Electric door locks will not work. Sometimes all malfunctions will clear themselves, sometimes I must slap the top of the dashboard with my hand
several times to clear the malfunction. I have only seen this with vehicle in motion and on all roads. See all problems of the 1999 Dodge Grand Caravan . Power door locks fail to operate either with switches or key fob on some of the doors. Can't get into the vehicle on doors that don't have key holes. Doors don't lock when leaving vehicle parked
causing potential theft opportunity. Vehicle intermittently has electrical problems. The problems vary in severity. When problems occur there are various symtoms that include instrument cluster not working, windshield wipers operating without being turned on, headlights become inoperative, heat and ac become inoperative, doors lock and cannot
be overridden even manually. When problems occur that can last for a few seconds and multiple times or sometimes a continuous for several minutes. See all problems of the 2008 Dodge Grand Caravan . It first started with the passenger side sliding door lock. It would not automatically lock and had to be done manually. Now the driver's side door
lock will not go up and down automatically nor will it do it manually. The door will also not open at all from inside or outside. This is a safety issue because passengers are not able to get out of the vehicle from that side. See all problems of the 2006 Dodge Grand Caravan . Tl- the contact owns a 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated that the
power door locks would not function. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 100,000. Kmj. I love our van as far as convenience and features, but have had progressive electrical issues. The first issue was the automatic sliding doors stopped working. We had to switch
off the power and use them manually. The interior light at the driver's side slide shorted out. Every now and then it decides to work. Then the door locks on both of the slides stopped working. Some times the door locks will not unlock the lift gate and we have to open it with the key. The front map lights work some of the time. My front windows have
stopped working at different times and the begin working again. Sometimes the things have reset if I had to get my battery jumped off or when I replaced my battery. The most concerning thing to me is that my right rear brake light and turn signal lights keep blowing. I have replaced them numerous times and the last time it still did not work. Now I
just don't have a light. Not sure how expensive this will be to fix. Very frustrated at the continuous and complex issues that are going on. Seems that there should be a recall since I have heard of various others that I know having these type of issues. The contact owns a 2005 Dodge Grand Caravan. The contact stated that all of the door locks failed.
The contact had to disconnect and reconnect the battery in order to get the door locks to function. The failure was sporadic and the driver¿s side door could intermittently be opened manually with the key. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but the failure was not corrected. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage was unknown, but the
current mileage was 56,000. The first problem was the automatic door locks failed to function when reaching the required speed. Even would not lock with the key took it to mechanic was advised that would have to replace the computer, but by disconnecting the battery that it would reset the computer, it is only a temporary solution. Second problem
was the door motor stop working had that replaced. Third problem was the front axle broke with no apparent wear, had that replaced. Now it's the gas tank, car wants to stall was advised by mechanic that the gas tank would have to be replaced, that it is a defective valve that has since been corrected in the newer models.
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